Big Books: How to Bind
We have now demonstrated one generic way of making books
with students and one example. At this point, we are assuming that the
teacher and students have multiple pages are written and illustrated, it
is time to bind the book. It is preferable that each author be sitting at a
table because the binding process for BIG BOOKS requires a little
room. If you are making smaller books, an individual desk will suffice.
Tape is needed for the binding. For very small books,
cellophane tape will function. For larger books (8X11), cellophane tape
is less efficient; masking tape will work better for this size. For large
books, which can be used with a small or whole group, you will need at
least masking tape strength, if not something stronger. Strapping tape
is often used if the participants want to laminate each page prior to the
binding process. Remember, laminate first.
Before beginning with tape, it is helpful to practice the following
10 steps with post-its. Begin with a 5-page book only.
1. Place the last page, face up, on the desk in front of you.
2. Tape the left (vertical) side of the page; 1/2 of the long strip of
tape will be on the edge of the page and the other 1/2 of the long
strip of tape will be taped to the desk. Remember, half on/half
off.
3. Place the second-to-last page on top of last page, which is
now taped to the desk. Place the tape exactly as directed in #2.
4. Repeat Step Two with all pages, including title page and
cover. All pages of your book are taped to each other and to the
desk. You will be looking at the cover of your book.
5. Detach all pages of the book from desk and turn over face
down on desk with the sticky side of tape facing up.
6. Place 1/2 of another long piece of tape on top of sticky part of
the
tape (which is facing you) and the other 1/2 of the tape on the
desk. The front of the book is now facing down and is still taped
to the desk.
7. Detach the book from the desk. Fold the only remaining sticky
part over to back of spine of book.
8. Take another long piece of tape and tape 1/2 vertically to the
front of the book and the other 1/2 vertically to the back of the
book.
9. Cut excess tape from top and bottom.
10. Share your book.
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